
                                               

Why Me? 

A Reflection By: Tom Wallace 

   

“Shall we indeed accept well from God, and shall we not accept adversity?” Job 

    

Our time on this earth provides each of us with moments in the sun as we climb to the peak of 

our mountains and look out a say thank you God for all you have bestowed upon us.  But alas when we 

peak the descent from mountain of life takes place and we slowly travel downward to the valley.  The 

valley of life we so try to avoid but yet the inevitable greets us in each valley we must travel.  

 The past three weeks our family has been faced with what is truly a Job moment.  An arsonist 

has reappeared and created the sixth flaming in two years.  Upon starting of the investigation two very 

innocents by the names of Lucy and Bruno, two of our canines, became the victims of an intentional 

poisoning.  The two fought a good battle but they returned to the dust after three days.  To top off this 

event our youngest once again has had a flare up in her eyes that create the sight of looking through 

tapioca pudding.  The events seem monumental as my wife and I face this time in the valley. 

 In search of God and asking for the purpose of this moment I deeply pray and enter into the 

depths of my being.  As I ask my question to God of “Why?” God provides me with a multitude of 

questions to ponder.  

 “Am I attempting to build your character?”  “Am I working with a lost soul in your presence?” 

“Have I not kept you and your family from harm?”  As I ponder the questions God has sent, He in His 

infinite wisdom provided the last question.  “Do you need a moment to contemplate where you are 

going and in this contemplation have I provided you the opportunity to ask forgiveness of your sins 

today and the sins you are contemplating to commit?”    

 As the deafening silence continued I arose from being knocked to ground in response to God. 

The answer to my question of “Why” was answered with a humble, “All the above?”  Job was right. 

“Shall we indeed accept well from God, and shall we not accept adversity?” 

 


